INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
animal which plays, and has a period of more or less
protracted childhood, there are two differences in the com-
bination of situation and response. In the first place,
the hunting response can be set off by the sight of the small
escaping animal without that inner drive of hunger being
needed. And secondly, other small escaping animals only
remotely resembling the natural prey may set it off, or even
a whirling dead leaf or a bit of stick may do so ^
The inner drive which belongs to the mature rnstinct
being absent, the hunting which ensues is not earned out
so far as to lead to eating the prey or, in the case of the
fighting instinct, to actual wounding or killing of the
opponent. Instead of the directed drive of hunger dr of
anger, there is just the aimless drive of youthful energy
easily diverted into any channel All the instinctive actions
of the mature animal may, in fragmentary portions, take
a place in the play activity of the young, but they are
divorced from the emotions of anger, fear, lust, from the
inner states such as hunger, which accompany them later,
and instead they are pervaded all ahke by a general sense of
well-being and light-heartedness
The picture thus presented is one showing, in the young
animal, imperfectly developed instincts, or portions of later
instinctive chains, partially divorced from any binding
alliance with specific situations, and from association with
definite emotional drives. The selection and survival of
the fittest which formerly went on among the individuals
of a generation now goes on among the responses of that
individual to the environment of his childhood For the
specifically equipped animal, the absence from the environ-
ment of just its own proper prey would cause death. For
the animal that we are discussing, the absence of what had
formerly been the usual prey of its parents would only cause
the more generally directed hunting instinct to learn to
attach itself, during the play of childhood, to the nearest
available similar prey. The hunting play would shift its
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